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Abstract

3. Discentralized: A single trusted third party that process all payments is not preferable in the scenario of
applying micropayments to P2P systems. We should
not introduce a single point of failure, especially for
services like Tor.

We introduce incentives to P2P systems via micropayments. We first propose a low-latency micropayment system built upon high-latency distributed macropayment
systems. We show that our system is non-repudiable, fast,
and discentralized. We then build the micropayment system that enable Tor clients to pay relays for bandwidth
with little computational overhead.
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However, these three properties seem to be impossible due to the CAP conjecture [1]. Note that being
non-repudiable implies consistency, being fast implies
availability, and being discentralized implies partition
tolerance. In this paper, we showed how to use the highlatency macropayment system as the backend to build a
low-latency micropayment system. We also demonstrated
that this impossiblility does not rule out achieving the
non-repudiation in a discentralized micropayment system,
as long as the macropayment system that we build on
top of supports the notion of contracts, which guarantees
the future destination of currency if given conditions are
satisfied.
Here we use Bitcoin [5] as the macropayment backend.
The transaction rate of Bitcoin is set as 7 transactions
per second currently. Despite the slow transaction rate,
Bitcoin is a discentralized electronic payment systems
that solved the double-spending problem. By using Bitcoin’s scripting, we can create contracts on coins as well
(We will describe this in Section 3.1). Therefore, we use
Bitcoin to implement our micropayment scheme. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness, we introduced the
micropayments to Tor, such that Tor clients can pay for
bandwitdh with negligible computational overhead.

Introduction

The lack of incentive for participants is a notable problem
in P2P systems. Possible strategies have been proposed to
address the issue, including tit-for-tat in BitTorrent, reputation in KaZaA. However, although such strategies may
work in some cases, they cannot solve the problem in systems without symmetric interests. For example, in the Tor
[4] overlay network, relays contributing the bandwitdh are
entirely operated by volunteers, since Tor relays are unable to gain from their contribution. As a result, network
capacity is limited to these altruistic contributions and has
negative impact on Tor’s popularity. Although numerous
attempts to address the capacity issue have been considered by the Tor community, including raising donations
for renting high-bandwitdh servers, and acknowledging
people who set up relays, a more scalable way is to recruit
new relays using incentives.
To address this sort of problems, a straightforward way
is to introduce external incentives via micropayments.
Simple as the solution may seem to be, micropayments
is actually a difficult problem. For a discentralized P2P
systems, the ideal micropayment system should satisfy
following properties:
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Related Work

There are numerous proposals to recruit new relays using
external incentives in the literature. Although the incentive approach is simple and promising, previous designs
have anonymity, efficiency or scalability problems.
The “gold star” [6] scheme tries to prioritize relays that
provide “good” service to others. It proposes that Tor’s

1. Non-repudiable: The authencity of payments cannot be
challenged, and once the payment is accepted, it cannot
be reverted (i.e. no double-spending).
2. Fast: The rate of payment should not be the bottleneck
of the application.
1

directory authorities should spot check relays to make
sure they are behaving well and give “gold stars” to the
good ones in the network status consensus. Relays then
give priority to service to connections from other relays
who have gold stars. However, this incentive design has
serious anonymity problems that reveal relays’ traffic,
undermining the funtionalities of the Tor overlay network.
Its vulnerability leads to an intersection attack.
ORPay [3] is another scheme exploring incentive mechanisms for Tor relays. In general, this type of schemes
requires a “bank” to process deposits and verifications.
As a result, ORPay does not scale well due to insuffcient
protocols.
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that hashed into the destination address A, and 2) a signature shows evidence of the private key corresponding
the public key in 1). In this case, the script in the unspent
output contains: OP DUP, OP HASH160, <PubKeyHash>,
OP EQUALVERIFY, OP CHECKSIG, where <PubKeyHash> is
essentailly the hash of the valid public key, i.e. the
valid destination address for this coin. Any transaction
that has input wanting to spend this output must have
the script: Signature, <PubKey>. To verify the input of
this transaction, the peer concatenates these two parts
of the script: Signature, PubKey, OP DUP, OP HASH160,
<PubKeyHash>, OP EQUALVERIFY, OP CHECKSIG, and run
the script:
1. Push constants to the stack. Stack: Signature,
PubKey, Script: OP DUP, OP HASH160, <PubKeyHash>,

Preliminaries

OP EQUALVERIFY, OP CHECKSIG

3.1

Bitcoin
2. Duplicate the top stack item. Stack: Signature,
PubKey, PubKey, Script: OP HASH160, <PubKeyHash>,

Bitcoin is a decentralized P2P payment system [5] based
on the notion of ledger of transactions. Payments are performed by generating coin transactions between Bitcoin
peers, which are referenced in each transactions by means
of pseudonyms, or Bitcoin addresses. Each address is
mapped through a hash function to a unique public/private
key pair. These key pairs are used to transfer the ownership of BTCs among addresses.
Bitcoin peers transfer coins to others by issuing a transaction that spends their own previous unspent transactions.
The authencity is guaranteed by the signature on the transaction, which can also be verified by any other peers.
Transactions are included in blocks that are broadcasted and stored in the entire network. Since Bitcoin
network is decentralized and vulnerable to Byzantine
failures, special designs are needed to achieve consistency.
To prevent double-spending of the same BTC, Bitcoin
adopts a hash-based Proof-of-Work scheme. Specifically,
in order to generate a block, Bitcoin peers need to find a
nonce value that hashed with additional fields into a value
that below a target value. If such condition holds, the
nonce is included in the block, and other peers will accept
it as a valid block. If the newly-generated block is valid,
peers append it to the previously accepted block, and
therefore extending the block chain. The main intuition
of the block chain is to provide a distributed ledger that
is visible and verifiable to everyone, without having a
centralized authority that process every transaction.

OP EQUALVERIFY, OP CHECKSIG

3. Hash the top stack item. Stack: Signature, PubKey,
PubKeyHash, Script: <PubKeyHash>, OP EQUALVERIFY,
OP CHECKSIG

4. Push constant to the stack. Stack: Signature, PubKey,
PubKeyHash, PubKeyHash, Script: OP EQUALVERIFY,
OP CHECKSIG

5. Check equality between top two stack items. Stack:
Signature, PubKey, Script: OP CHECKSIG
6. Check signature for top two stack items. Stack: true,
Script: none
The Bitcoin scripting provides the flexibility to customize the requirements to spend the coin. With these
flexible stack-based instructions, peers can create the
transaction that can be spent by anyone, and even the
transaction that can be spent only provided signatures
from multiple parties.

3.2

Tor

The Tor overlay network [4] is the most popular instantiation of onion routing. Clients build multiple-hop circuits
the begin with an entry guard relay and end with an exit
relay willing to connect to the client’s desired destination,
using the directory informantion published by the directory service. A circuit is built incrementally: an encrypted
channel is first created to the entry guard, after which the
channel is extended one relay at a time until the channel is estabilished at the exit relay. During the building
process, the client set up a session key with each relay
using Diffe-Hellman protocol. All data transderred over

In practice, Bitcoin uses a scripting system for transactions. A script is a list of intructions recorded with each
transaction that describe how the next transaction wanting
to spend the coin can gain access to them. The most common use case is a typical Bitcoin transfer. The script for
redeeming the coin destined to address A enforces two
requirements: the spender must provide 1) a public key
2

the circuit is packed into 512-byte cells and encrypted
using the session key.
A relay can be serving multiple circuits at any time.
Every circuit that results in data exchange between any
pair of relays is actually multiplexed in a single TCP
connection between the pair in question.

3.3

need to make sure the money in this transaction will not
be lost. To do this, Alices create a new “refund” transaction that spends the previous “contract” transaction in the
future and asks Bob to sign it. Since the “constract” transaction is not yet Bob’s money, he will be happy to sign
the refund anyway. Given that her budget is guaranteed to
come back in a future time T , Alice can safely broadcast
the “contract” transaction.
Having preallocated the budget, Alice can issue payments to Bob. The “payment” transactions spend the
money from the budget, and Alice can adjust the amount
of payment for Bob incrementally. After receiving the
transaction from Alice, Bob can verify it offline and simply keep the most updated one. At any time if Alice does
not want further service from Bob or Bob does not want
to provide more service, Bob can broadcast the payment
transaction from Alice and redeem the BTC he gets. We
formally define the micropayment protocol as below:

Threat Model

We assume the local and active network advarsary for
onion routing. The advarsary is local in that he can observe part of the network, is active in that he can perform
computations, send packets, lookup the block chain, and
act as a client. To preserve anonymity, we assume the
adversary does not control the entry and exit relay of the
circuit. This assumption is derived from Tor and we do
not impose new assumptions.
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Design

• A1 : Alice requests the public key KB from Bob.
• A2 : Alice creates a contract transaction TC and set up
a payment of N BTC to one output requiring both KA
and KB . By convention, the output script is 2 KA KB 2
OP CHECKMULTISIG.

B $0.1
Sig(A) & Sig(B)

A $9.9

Sig(A)

Payment #1

A&B
$10

B $0.2

• A3 : Alice creates a refund transaction TR that spends
TC ’s output. Then she asks Bob to sign it.

Sig(A) & Sig(B)

A $9.8

Contract

Sig(A) & Sig(B)

Payment #2
.
.

A
$10
Valid after T

Time-locked Refund

• B1 : Bob signs TR and return the signature to Alice. Note
that Bob also gets the hash of TC .

B $10
Sig(A) & Sig(B)

A $0

Setup Payment Channel

4.1

Payment #N

• A4 : Alice verifies the signature and broadcasts TC . The
budget is now preallocated.

Figure 1: Bitcoin Micropayments

• A5 : Once Alice gets a certain amount of service from
Bob, she can create and sign a payment transaction T1 ,
and send it to Bob. The payment transaction gives Bob
d BTC and give Alice back N − d BTC.

Bitcoin Micropayments

• B2 : Bob verifies the signature and save it if it contains
more coins to himself than the previously saved one.

Bitcoin transactions are slow relative to frequent micropayments. Fortunately, there are some cases in which we
can rapidly adjust the payment amount to a particular
peer without incurring the cost of broadcasting transactions. For instance, consider the case in which Alice wants
to purchase bandwidth from an untrusted ISP Bob. She
wants to pay $0.01 per gigabyte. To do this, Alice allocate
a budget for paying Bob at the start of the month, and her
device automatically pays for the data on demand.
This can be done using the notion of contracts in Bitcoin. Essentially Alice broadcasts a transaction that can
only be spent by both Alice and Bob’s signatures, as the
preallocated budget for paying Bob. However, if Bob does
not provide signature, nobody can spend this transaction,
even if Alice does not purchase any service from Bob.
Therefore, before Alice broadcasts this transaction, she

• If Alice wants to keep paying, she increment d every
time and repeat A5 .
Figure 1 depicts a typical scenario of Bitcoin micropayments.

4.2

Implementation

Here we will use this micropayment scheme as our building block to provide incentives to P2P systems. We build
the funtionalities as a library, so that we can easily reuse
the same semantics in various applications. Basically we
provide only one interface Pay for the payer and Redeem
for payee. The Pay function takes the hash of the contract
3

transaction, The payer’s private key, and the amount of
payment as arguments, and returns a payment transaction
that still needs the payee’s signature to become valid. The
Redeem function instead, takes the payment transaction,
the hash of the contract transaction, and the payee’s private key as arguments, and returns if the transaction is
valid as well as its amount of payment.
The Pay library function creates a transaction connecting to the previous contract transaction. The connection
is estabished by putting the contract transaction’s hash
into the input field of the newly created transaction. Then
the function sign the input with the private key provided
as an argument. Since the contract transaction requires
signatures from both payer and payee, the transaction is
not valid as payee’s signature is still needed.
The Redeem function simply verifies the payer’s signature, and if it is valid, signs the transaction as well and
saves the valid (now have complete signatures from both
payer and payee) transaction for future use.
We believe that these two simple interface is sufficient
for the application that uses micropayments.
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(64) of free cells, to bootstrap authentication and allow
for the first payment (which will come in an early cell).
Free cells may not be used at all for exit connections. To
increment the balance, we add a single command REDEEM
to the Tor protocol. The REDEEM command carries the
opaque binary encoding of a payment, as generated by the
client with the Pay library function described earlier. The
payload is passed to the Redeem library function, which
returns the additional amount that has been paid. The relay then adjusts the cell balance according to its price, and
then replies with a RECEIPT command to the client. The
RECEIPT command’s payload contains three items. First
and second, the price per cell and the current cell balance
(after the most recent REDEEM). Third, an opaque binary
encoding of a payment target, suitable for the client to
pass to the Pay function to generate payments. In the common case, we assume the client has obtained a payment
descriptor for the relay via an out-of-band method (such
as in the same place it found the address of the relay).
If not, the client can simply send REDEEM with an empty
payload as the first cell. Since the empty payment descriptor is worth zero, Redeem returns 0 and the RECEIPT is
returned as normal, indicating an unchanged cell balance
and a target descriptor. The client can then use that newly
acquired target descriptor to issue a valid payment.

Application to Tor

To demonstrate the ease with which our micropayment
system can be integrated into existing P2P applications, we implemented paid circuits in Tor. Besides the
application-independent code in our payment library, we
needed to add only 40 lines to Tor’s source code. A Tor
relay is essentially a TCP proxy. Upon connection to a relay, a client may command the relay to open a connection
to another host and then proxy data between the two TCP
streams. A typical client connects to a first relay, called
an entry node. The client then instructs this relay to connect to a second relay. This process continues, forming a
circuit from the client to a relay n hops away (n = 3 by
default). Finally, the client instructs the final relay (the
exit node) to open a connection to the destination host and
proxy data between the remote host and the rest of the circuit. For the purposes of efficiency and limiting liability of
relay operators, Tor distinguishes between outgoing connections to other known Tor relays and exit connections
to arbitrary hosts. Many client-to-outside streams can be
multiplexed on a single circuit, so that each new connection does not require building a new circuit. All messages
on circuits are aggregated or padded into 512-byte cells.
To incentivize running relays, we have implemented
paid circuits, where relays offer to proxy cells through
circuits in exchange for some price per cell of their choice.
Each relay associates a cell balance with each active circuit passing through it. Upon sending or receiving a cell
on a circuit, the relay decrements the balance on that
circuit. Once the balance reaches zero, the circuit is terminated. Newly created circuits begin with a small number

The client may decide how much to send in each payment. On the one hand, payments require an ECDSA
signature and verification, which has some overhead (see
more precise analysis in evaluation), so clients should pay
enough to amortize this cost over several cells. Additionally, since Tor is a globally distributed overlay, end-to-end
latency through the circuit can be large (¿300ms). At the
very least, a client must pre-pay a bandwidth-roundtrip
product’s worth of cells, or risk termination. On the other
hand, no guarantee is offered to the client regarding services. A dishonest relay may simply steal the payment and
terminate the circuit immediately; we defer responsibility
for avoiding such relays to the out-of-band mechanism
the client used to find the relay in the first place. Furthermore, a client seeking to preserve their anonymity
should not reuse the same payment contract. Any remaining cell-balance upon client disconnection is simply forfeited. Given that Tor circuits typically last 10 minutes
(or until the last end-to-end stream using it completes),
we find that pre-payment for 10 seconds worth of traffic
strikes a good balance, yielding negligible overhead for
a single client and only small overhead for a relay managing many circuits, while risking only 10 seconds worth
of overpayment. We discuss the exact overheads in more
detail in the evaluation section.
4
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Evaluation

We chose Tor as our first payment application because it’s
a widely used P2P service that provides a very simple API.
The same simple modifications could be used in other
full-information routing protocols where anonymity is
not a concern. A user wishing to preserve their anonymity
must be careful to avoid linking their circuit to their identity via payments. For this initial implementation, we
deem it the responsibility of the user to pay relays with
funds that have been unlinked from their own identity.
With a clearing-system that supports contracts, that can
be achieved by adapting Chaum’s mix cascade method
for untraceable email[2] to yield untraceable funds. In
such a protocol, k users would form a k-input, k-output
transaction with fresh keys controling the outputs. Given
a collection of such transactions organized into a sorting
network, the input-output mapping is uniformly random
to an external observer. Tor’s hidden services provide
anonymous rendezvous points at which such protocols
could be executed.
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Figure 2: Performance Results
We have evaluated the performance of our system on
Amazon’s EC2 m1.small instance. We first performed
a microbenchmark of the standalone payment and verification functions. Averaged over 1000 iterations, Pay
typically took 5.05ms, while Redeem took 10.72 msec.
We also performed an end-to-end throughput test on a
simple Tor network consisting of a directory server, three
relays, and a client, each on a unique EC2 instance. Using
the Tor control protocol, we configured a static circuit
from the client, through the relays, and then opened a
stream and promptly dumped a 105MB file through it.
We are principally concerned with the tradeoff between
the payment window (number of cells paid per REDEEM
cell) and the throughput. Surprisingly, we found no measurable difference in this initial configuration: once the
payment exceeded the congestion window (otherwise, the
circuit was terminated early), the throughput was a constant 3.1MB/s. Guessing that data pipeline stalls hid the
latency of payments, we then configured a smaller onehop circuit consisting of a client connected to a single
relay, used as both an entry and exit node, both running
on the same instance. By using an artificially short circuit,
the baseline throughput is higher, and the latency (hence,
minimum payment window) is smaller, so we can get a
pessimistic estimate of the overhead.
In each test, we fix a value of the payment window and
measure the end-to-end time to dump 105MB through
the circuit. As a control, we used a payment window of
1048576 cells, and also set the initial free cells to the
payment window. That extremely large window/free balance means the entire transfer fits in the free balance,
and no payments were made. The control completed in
14.7 seconds, for a throughput of 7.13MB/s. From our microbenchmark, we predict that a test making p payments
will take 14.7 + 0.015p seconds. By setting the window
105MB
size to w cells, a total of p = 512B/cell×wcell/pay
payments
are made.
We first found that lowering the payment window to
65536 (32MB) cells preserved the throughput completely.

We believe that in the long run the responsibility for observing relays and building payment channels should lie
with trusted bandwidth authorities, as Tor currently uses.
With default configuration, current Tor clients obtain a
list of relays and their observed bandwidth capacity from
trusted authorities that periodically build circuits through
the network, make bandwidth measurements, and produce
signed reports. Those observed bandwidth measurements
are in turn used as weights during circuit building, with
each hop being chosen with probability proportional to
observed bandwidth. In a world with paid relays, we imagine the same trusted bandwidth authorities would be paid
by relays to be listed/evaluated. The bwauth would maintain payment channels to each relay, periodically testing
it is providing the services it claims. With a single entity
that has pre-built payment channels to each relay, users
could build a channel to that entity and then buy the outgoing channel. In followup research to this work, we have
designed a contract-based protocol where if Alice has
a payment channel established to Bob, and Bob has a
payment channel established to Charlie, then Alice can
instantly buy a direct channel to Charlie. Unconditionally,
no party can be cheated out of money, and further, with
Bob’s cooperation, the final globally committed contract
contains no information linking Alice to the new channel.
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At the other extreme, a window of 1024 cells (512KB)
was the minimum to ensure reliable completion, which
resulted after 18.26 seconds and 200 payments. Interpolating from those two points, the marginal cost per payment
is (18.26 − 14.7)/200 = 17.2ms, about 2ms more than
our estimate from the microbenchmark.
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Conclusion

We proposed a low-latency micropayment system built
upon high-latency distributed macropayment systems.
They feature immediate and offline verfication, nonrepudiation, and highly fault tolerance. We also implemented and evaluated the micropayment scheme in Tor.
The result showed that the micropayment scheme enabled
Tor peers to process transactions at the speed of data transmission with little overhead of computation and bandwidth. Micropayments thus become a viable solution for
the incentive mechanism for practical usage in networked
services, such as routing and file sharing.
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